Vision Destiny 2022 – Session Twenty-Six
I am going to review some of the things that were key in 2021
I will share my journals that will include:
What God said in 2021
What God did in 2021
What does that mean for 2022?
Key themes 2021
Realm of light
Unconditional love, limitless grace and triumphant mercy.
Exposing the great deception of the DIY tree path.
Time and cosmic dimensions.
26th July 2021
Son, it is time to focus on the light of the realm of creativity and be seated there continually as you need
the creative possibilities to choose reality.
I shifted my focus without taking my eyes off the Father's face and I was in the rainbow realm of light,
still looking into His eyes of love.
The rainbow light realm seems to be connected to the manifold nature of God and possibilities.
The rainbow light was not just multi-coloured but each frequency was filled with the knowledge of
possibilities, as if when you focus on a colour all possible shades like filaments of time are seen.
Son, you must learn not to try to follow all possibilities, as you would get stuck even in quantum
moments; but quickly choose the reality that you instinctively resonate with.
There are three places that are connected which you must be simultaneously abiding in to be creatively
effective when choosing reality:
The realm of light in perfection, the cradle of life and the realm of creativity in eternity.
Abiding there simultaneously will enable you to choose wisely aligned with Our heart, mind and voice.
These three realms correlate with the first three chancellors’ houses, the precepts, statutes and laws,
and they all need to be synchronised.
Son, when perfectly at rest in love you can simultaneously synchronise your heart, mind and voice with
Ours by abiding in those realms of light.
When at rest within Us you can become at rest within yourself as your spirit, soul and body become one
within you and the three energy gates are activated within your innermost being.
There are many realms of glory, expressed as light, that you will be able to access and abide in; but for
now, focus on the three light realms that We have shown you.
I felt connected to the realms within and without as I consciously chose to be seated on the thrones of
those realms, symbolically representing being at rest.
It was hard not to follow the timelines of possibility that were like infinite filaments of beautiful rainbow
colours.
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Whenever I scanned the colours I sensed I was leaving rest, so I stopped using my visual senses and just
engaged my gut instincts instead; but although better, it was still ‘doing’.
I sensed the Father's eyes were on me and felt His amusement at my predicament so I stopped all
thoughts and instead came to a different state of rest within my being.
The oneness of being within became the oneness of being without; and there was no choice, it just was.
I felt the pleasure of the Father's heart as I continued to look into His eyes, being in union and oneness
within and without.
Son, when there are many sons in this state of being, the balance will have shifted and cosmic union will
be the next state of being.
This is a process of maturing in wisdom, knowledge and understanding aligned to precepts, statutes and
laws.
27th July 2021
Son, come with Me.
We went out into the solar system but as it was in the beginning, before the fall; and what I saw was
mind-blowing.
The earth and the planets were in union, connected by filaments of light and fields of sound frequency,
all in harmonious union.
There was no darkness, no separation; and the sound I was feeling was like a musical symphony.
There was a light show where all the coloured fields of gravity and magnetic energy were overlapping in
concentric circles of pure glory.
I felt the Father's pleasure as He took me to each planet in turn until I saw the sun, which was
magnificent and totally different in appearance to what it is now.
Son, isn't it splendid?
All I could do was nod in appreciation of what I was witnessing as the whole thing was mesmerising.
The sun was calm and peaceful, giving off a light and energy that unified all the planets together with a
sense of purpose.
Then I saw the elementals of each planet in their own union with the guardians and the angels,
celebrating and rejoicing together.
Uniting the spiritual with the physical, the heavenly and the cosmic in harmony.
Son, now you have seen how it was you can seek for the restoration of this union by joining with others
and engaging the council of guardians.
The guardians enable access to the elementals and the planets themselves.
Be careful you do not let desire get ahead of wisdom, as this process will require many different
engagements at different levels to restore everything to how it is intended to be.
The spiritual union of the elementals and angels must precede the physical union of the planets and the
planets must be shielded from the influence of the sun during this activity.
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The glory of the union of the planets was replicated throughout the created realms and all the spheres
were once in such a union of light and sound that they are longing to return to.
29th July 2021
Son, continue to rest in Our love for you and you will go deeper into Our love for all things as you are
connected to all things within you within Us.

All the memories of my encounters with creation flooded back.
The connection I felt was more intense and specific aspects of creation were drawing me.
I felt the frequency of nature, the solar system, fallen angels, and dimensions activating my desire,
drawing me to connect deeper.
I opened up my heart to those frequencies and engaged them with my frequency until there was a
deeper union of desire for freedom and restoration.
I then began to scan the frequencies of each area for more specific connections and felt a strong drawing
from specific planets, beings, portals and dimensions.
Son, your feelings are beginning to become more discerning, so keep your focus and respond to what
you feel.
The frequencies of sonship that are connecting to creation to bring hope are opening communication
lines, so keep your focus to be able to sense their call.
2nd August 2021
Son, feel our heart for creation.
I was expecting to feel sadness for creation in bondage but instead I felt the pleasure of the Father's
heart for the splendour, beauty and diversity of His amazing creation.
I felt the joy of God when They think of creation as it was meant to be, in union and harmony; but even
the creation as it presently is still brings such joy to Their hearts.
I caught a glimpse of their thoughts concerning the complexity of the quantum, nano, micro world
unseen by any eyes but observed by the eyes of Their heart.
I saw the how proud they are as creators of the vast variety of beings from the smallest to the largest
across the physical, spiritual and dimensional realms.
I rejoiced in the wonder and awe of the little part of creation I have seen on earth during my life; and my
connection to nature and the earth itself strengthened.
I felt the Father's heart for the sons of God to steward and care for this amazingly beautiful and diverse
creation once again.
Son, now you have felt just a fraction of what We feel, set your intention on the restoration of harmony
between all things.
I immediately felt the overwhelming desire and need to brood over restored harmony in the Cradle of
Life, incubating my passion until it became a burning desire.
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My emotions continued to activate until I was filled with deep compassion for a creation that was so
disconnected and disharmonious.
I felt the despair and loneliness of separation and division.
Eventually I was so moved by my feelings and desires I began to vibrate and resonate as a sound
frequency of hope for harmony and union between all things.
I was becoming a voice like the sound of many waters but never before had I become a song as I now
was.
I began to release a joyous chorus of hope for restoration for all things.
I sang words in all languages that reflected the beautiful diversity of creation, representing one unified
voice singing the song of restoration.
This song reverberated, amplified in the chamber of destiny; bouncing off that chamber, creating layers
of sound; echoing, forming wondrous, harmonious melodies of pure hope.
The sound reached such a crescendo that the chamber of creation was activated and the quantum
lumens of living light grace danced to the creative energy of the song of restoration.
The living light sang is own light song as the colours and frequencies of light produced a spectacular
display of bioluminescence the like of which I had never seen before.
I was immersed and at one with the emotions, sound and light but that is just a fraction of the emotions
of pleasure and pride that God feels in one creational thought.
As I looked through my window into the garden there was such activity ,with so many birds and squirrels;
and the colours of the plants and flowers were vibrant, almost joyful in the early morning sunlight.
My heart ached with longing for creation’s full restoration into the marvellous, harmonious union and
oneness of all things that I had felt.
4th August 2021
Government ascension
I engaged the realm of light and waves of emotion radiated from the Father so that I felt His desire
towards creation; specifically the connection between the earth and the solar system.
I engaged the earth shield and focused on the light that constructs it, which is made up of the quantum
lumens and all the light frequencies of all the beings that are in union.
Limitless, Time and Union began to radiate light around me that was then focused out into the solar
system, illuminating the planets in turn, but focusing on Saturn and Pluto.
The Father said the earth was not created to be independent of the union of planets.
The union of planets and those that are responsible for them, the guardians, elementals and angels,
were designed to maintain balance and harmony.
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Each planet was created with specific characteristics and functions within the union that the Earth needs;
and the union is centred spiritually around the earth not the sun.
There needs to be a restoration of relationship and function within the union of planets; but the planets
need to be shielded from the sun, which was created to serve the union but has become dominant
through it being worshipped.
Each planet needs the earth shield to be expanded to enable the fallen beings to be free from the
idolatry they have been deceived into receiving.
Reconnecting the guardians and the elementals with the planets will isolate the fallen beings so they can
be restored.
Each planet needs to be dissociated from the idols and restored to their original name and function in
union for harmony and balance.
I focused on Saturn where I saw that the rings were oscillating to produce frequencies that were
designed to replenish the earth.
The earth shield was producing beams of focused light that were illuminating the planets to awaken
them and I saw the light focus on the furthest, Pluto.
We engaged Pluto, the ice planet, that has been downgraded from planet status by scientists but has a
major function within the union.
Pluto is the gatekeeper planet for the solar system but that function has been twisted by the association
with Hades and the gateway to the underworld.
We engaged Pluto, infusing our light into the planet to melt the ice of the heart-shaped frozen lake we
saw, so that the heart of the planet could be restored to become the gatekeeper once again.
Hades’ original name was ‘wealthy one’ and its function was to be the wealth giver to the solar union but
that function has been usurped by the sun that has drawn worship to itself.
We saw the underworld and the rivers of wealth, health and education that were designed to bring
blessing; and the gatekeeper was to oversee the welcome into the blessing of the kingdom.
We released forgiveness to Pluto and Hades to begin the process of their restoration. We called for the
guardians and the elementals to reconnect with the planet as we continued to focus on Hades for its
restoration.
5th August 2021
Son, continue to focus on the union within the earth shield so you can engage the solar system to unify
the planets and restore the system to wholeness.
The idolatry and worship that the planets and their representatives have received has promoted their
independence from the earth and their failure to fulfil their responsibilities.
The earth is environmentally out of balance because of broken relationship within and between the
planets. The harmony and balance in union is key in all areas of creation as it represents who We are as I
am that I am in the union of perichoresis.
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Restoration, at heart, is the return to union of all broken and fragmented parts of all creation at all levels
and systems.
Son, prioritise the union of the solar system by engaging each planet in the order as We direct you; as
when functions are restored, momentum will build.
The outer planets must be engaged first as they are furthest from the influence of the sun and that will
create the momentum to engage those planets that are more closely connected to the idolatry of the
sun.
The energy fields generated by the union of the earth shield are powerful and effective but need to be
expanded to increase their scope.
The union of the three spheres will also enhance the effectiveness of each shield within its own sphere
but strategic direction will still be needed from the council of the guardians.
The dimensional portals need to be guarded and protected by the shield as they have the potential to
interfere and disrupt in the unions that are being developed.
I engaged the council, and the Privy Council assigned for the cosmic union were also present as
discussions took place; and everyone present humbled themselves by honouring and preferring one
another.
It was a precious moment to be part of as it was an indication of how fast things are moving and how far
things have shifted.
I felt the pleasure of the Father's heart and the deep emotions that are present within the perichoresis of
I am that I am.
9th August 2021
I was engaging the realm of light where my thoughts were drawn to the topic of the dimensional
gateways connected to the everlasting doors and the earth.
The four gateways North, South, East, and West, and their connection to the earth and the four corners
of the earth, and how they relate to frequencies.
My musings were inspired by an encounter that a friend had concerning how ancient megalithic
structures were made using sound and musical frequencies.
Many years ago I saw how the great pyramid at Giza was made using light frequencies to cut the stones
and sound to move them into position. Not being particularly musical, I did not focus my attention in
those days on the sound frequencies being used but instead on the construction and purpose.
I saw secret chambers being built within them, relating to portals and knowledge communication; and a
few years ago this was actually confirmed by new x-ray equipment that discovered the chambers.
The pyramids and other megalithic structures are aligned exactly to true north and I believe they are
connected with each other and to the dimensional gateways.
The Father showed me this construction process during an encounter on the timeline in 2010; but
although I knew that the structures were connected to communication and energy production, I did not
make the connection with the four gateways and the everlasting doors.
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The Father, knowing my musings and interest in the portals, particularly the West gate that we were
recently given a mandate to engaged in 2021, said:
Son, you are correct. The stones were brought to Giza through the dimensional gateways from other
places and were arranged in alignment with the four dimensional portals.
The ancient knowledge that has been used to open the West gate used musical tones and word patterns
that are amplified by the connections between the earthly structures that represent the four gates.
The ancients knew of the connections and that is why they tried to construct the tower at Babel to open
communication to the dimensions.
The use of sound, musical frequencies and the connection to dimensions is being rediscovered; and this
knowledge is connected to the restoration of health, energy field production and dimensional travel that
is currently being revealed.
I showed you back in 2015 that these gateways need to be guarded and now have given permission to
access the West gate because, as I told you, it has knowledge that will release the house of discoveries.
The earth, cosmos and heavenly realms, and the dimensions, were created to be in union and harmony;
and the portals and structures you have seen in each dimension were communication and travel devices.
The portals were closed because of the Babel incident but the ancient knowledge has been reconnected
by some throughout history; but now the sons are maturing, we can entrust this knowledge to them
again.
The law of cosmic union is the first of much more legislation that will be released to empower the sons
to restore union and harmony within creation.
Son, continue to pursue your mandate for restoration government and the goal of freedom for creation
by reconnecting the solar system’s planets with the earth structures built to capture and distribute the
frequencies to replenish and balance the earth.
Rest is the key to restoration, revelation and creativity.
Start to focus on your breathing, slowing it down; and start thinking of the name of God, YHVH.
Breathe in deeply the unconditional love of the Father.
Be still and feel loved.
Be still and know that I am God.
I am love, I am joy, I am peace, I am truth, I am limitless grace, I am triumphant mercy.
Invite love, joy and peace to flow in you and through you to create an atmosphere of rest around you.
You are in a safe place
Start to think of an open heaven and set your desire upon engaging the Father’s heart.
Engage the realm of light to experience the light of love and truth at deeper levels of being.
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